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Mastering Megascapes
Smooth large job logistics with lots of planning, preparation, client communication

and flexibility.

By Tom Crain

Click image to enlarge.
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The large job opportunity covering 10 acres or more and costing $100,000 or more may not

come along every day, but when it does, will you be ready for it?

According to many seasoned large job landscapers, the keys to taking on a challenging

megascape are to first understand the mindset of big job clients, enlighten them, use a little

reality therapy on them and temper their expectations. Then, pulling together the right crew

and set of subcontractors to take the job on is important. Finally, implementing all the

moving pieces of a morphing landscape plan with built-in alternative scenarios (aka Plan B)

for all things that will inevitably go awry is essential.

Clear Client Communication

Large job clients have higher expectations, are quite anxious and, therefore, can come

across as more intimidating. They also have a tendency to pressure their hired gun into

starting the job before being ready.

Ask the most seasoned landscapers about their top mistakes made while managing big jobs

and most likely you'll hear it's inadequately managing client expectations - whether referring

to the budget, schedule or quality of craftsmanship.

Jacob Grimm, president of Brothers Grimm Landscape & Design Co., who takes on

landscaping jobs large and small in the Akron-Canton, Ohio, area, finds big job clients

operate on a whole different level of expectations compared to clients with smaller jobs. "If

the budget is $100,000 for the entire job, then guess how much they think the patio costs?

$100,000. And the plants? $100,000. And the grill? $100,000. In the minds of these clients,

every little thing is the cost of the job. So when the grill arrives from shipping and has a dent

in it, I'll hear: "I'm paying $100,000 for this?"

An effective preplanning process with big job clients involves clear communication that

keeps their expectations in check. That often involves giving them a dose of reality when it

comes to their "dream project."

"They will give you a laundry list of all the things they want," explains Kurt Heitmeyer,

principal of JKT Associates, a design/build firm based in Sonoma, Calif. "Then, when you
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attach costs to this, their list gets shorter. I will give them the costs and tell them to add 40

percent (for hidden costs). That will get them closer to the actual cost."

Click image to enlarge.

Then there's the intimidation factor. A good rule of thumb is to not back down on principles

or tried-and-true processes no matter what. Landscape professionals must command

respect and stick to their guns. That's really what high-ticket clients expect.

No one knows this better than Doug Busch, president of Busch Design Build, a

Malibu-based design firm that has been providing eco-friendly architectural and landscape

design services for the past two decades to some of the country's most finicky clients. "I will

not put in thirsty tropical plants in California no matter how much they'll pay me," Busch

explains. "I operate an ecologically sound company and take responsibility for wise water

use. I don't care if a local customer comes to me with an endless money supply to support

year-round irrigation of a tropical plant jungle. I won't do it. My true customers know that and

respect me for it. On some of my last big projects, I designed the plantscapes to require

minimal water. I found beautiful and hearty ornamental grasses that need watering at most

three times per year. My customers were thrilled with that."

There's also a difference in psychology for commercial versus residential clients.

"Commercial is centered around balancing the budget," Heitmeyer says. "You must also

please an entire group who has different expectations and requirements for satisfaction.

Residential is often pleasing only one or two individuals."

Lowdown On Logistics

For bigger jobs, landscapers recommend not starting them until everything is in place.

There's going to be a lot of built-in complexities inherent in the project. You need to figure

out all of the logistics, from permits to approvals to soil samples to planting materials - you

name it - before picking up your first shovel-full of dirt.

And what is the time frame? It can take six to nine months just to plan. The bidding process

alone can take six weeks. Then completing the project can take another year and a half.

Like many landscapers who are taking on the large jobs, JKT is starting to do a lot of

sketch-up models of its landscape designs with 3-D capabilities. "It gives our clients the

opportunity to see the realities of the structures we are building," Heitmeyer says. "You can

show textures, colors and shadows. All kinds of lightbulbs go off in their heads. We don't get

too far into construction drawings until they show us more details that can be worked out

with 3-D models. It gives us the ability to say: 'Here are your transitions. Here is how this

pool shape fits in.' They can see all the complexities and how they all fit together."

Grimm believes large jobs will own a landscape professional if he or she doesn't have

payment schedules in place and sticks to them. "We require a payment up front with every

change order in addition to the payment draws. If you keep your balance owed by clients

less than 20 percent on every job, it's amazing how much less of a headache you have

getting paid because they don't have to let go of a big fat pile of money all at once."
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Superior Subs Are Key

Once a landscape professional receives the sign-off from a client to start a big job, it's time

to manage it, keeping all the logistics moving and the schedule in place for on-time

completion. The biggest success factor on a large job is to assemble a team of really good

subcontractors and pay them well.

"If I tell my subs to be there on Wednesday, they are going to show Wednesday," Busch

says. "And I don't hire any guys who work out of their trunks." Whenever Busch assembles a

team, he scrutinizes them thoroughly, culling through the herd until they prove themselves.

Grimm also stresses the importance of using good subcontractors. "We are able to get more

done to a higher standard by using the right carpenter, the right mason and the right

electrician; don't be cheap about this," he says. "Bad subs will do what they want and ruin

the job as well as your client relationship. Good subs will spot issues and help your job and

can be key to your schedule because they will be flexible."

Process Loaded With Variables

For big jobs, the design and installation processes are loaded with variables and a multitude

of factors unknown until construction starts. "In California, we have the added labyrinth of

soil types and extreme elevation and topographic changes from acre to acre," Heitmeyer

explains. "Variables include grading and soil drainage, the cost of materials (commodities).

Also, increasing municipal regulations, especially when it comes to water usage, are always

changing."

To keep everything in check, make a schedule that staggers the steps of a project and do

everything sectionally. Busch describes an example of when he installed a teardrop berm:

"First, we scheduled the excavation. The following week, we performed the compaction of

the soil. The next week, we planted."

Grimm attributes the use of job packets to revolutionizing his large job business. It not only

keeps him in check about his crew's expectations, but it also holds them accountable. "I

used to be on the crew's case about why they were taking so long or why the brick wasn't

ordered and so on. Because I design and sell the jobs and meet with the clients, I have a

very good understanding of how things should go. The crews, however, not so much.

Everything is now in the job packets: Breakdown of hours, materials, lighting, plants,

quantities, letters to neighbors, follow-up surveys for customers, blueprints, directions,

closest suppliers. It's right in front of my crew whenever they need it."

Heitmeyer recommends keeping samples on-site. "Have mockups with you at all times. Use

Microsoft Excel spreadsheets - that's the easiest way for the team to understands the

project. Keep a floating master calendar that is constantly checked and altered."

Anticipate & Plan For Mistakes

Big jobs get messy awfully fast when factors start changing or when there are problems.

You have to have the mindset that nothing will ever go according to plan. Running over

budget, adding weeks or months onto the project deadline, waiting days for materials and
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specialists to arrive, and misjudging the workability of the soil and plant material are just the

tip of the iceberg for things that can go wrong.

Heitmeyer says he has never seen a perfectly clean project that went exactly as planned.

"The larger the project, the more different kinds of materials and people will be involved," he

says. "So, naturally, that means more can go awry. You need to be flexible."

Busch anticipates complications, building them into his cost and time. Recently, on one of

his largest jobs to date, he installed a big main waterline causing a lot of complication. "The

bedrock was 12 inches down," he recalls. "I had to bring in jackhammers and a Bobcat with

a breaker to bust out the rock to bury the pipe 18 inches down. We added sand for laying in

the pipes, allowing movement if the rock shifts or experiences an earthquake. We put wire in

the ground to find the pipe later if necessary."

Busch also finds the biggest waste of time on a large job is to have a crew stand around for

hours waiting for a delivery truck that never arrives. The job is arranged around the

materials that the truck is supposed to bring that day. "It's a recipe for disaster. That's why I

never arrange for a project to take place the same day that the material is scheduled to

arrive. If one of our scheduled contractors doesn't show up on that day, we move to Plan B."

"You will make mistakes, no doubt about it, especially when you try to work on the cheap,"

Busch adds. "Be sure to learn from them and move on."

Grimm believes the key to avoiding mistakes is strictly following scheduled steps. "Don't skip

steps; start on one and finish it before moving to the next one," he says. "When you make a

mistake, get in front of it and move on. Don't make excuses." TDB
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